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A GENERAL DEFINITION OF TECHNICAL

COMMUNICATION
WHAT IS TECHNICAL COMMUNICATION?

 Technical writing is about the kind of writing 
that “aims to get work done, to change people by 
changing the way they do things”.

 Authors use this kind of writing “to empower 
readers by preparing them for and moving them 
toward effective action”.
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A GENERAL DEFINITION OF TECHNICAL
COMMUNICATION
WHAT COUNTS AS TECHNICAL COMMUNICATION?

 Technical communication is any item of 
communication that includes one or more of these 
characteristics:

 Communicating about technical or specialized topics, 
such as computer applications.

 Communicating by using technology, such as web 
pages, social media sites, etc.

 Providing instructions about how to do something.

A GENERAL DEFINITION OF TECHNICAL

COMMUNICATION
WHO CREATES TECHNICAL COMMUNICATION?

 Two different types of writers: 

 Technical communication professionals: hired to 
write the content that companies need to explain 
their products, often to customers.

 Professionals who write as a part of their jobs: write 
about issues in their specific field or workspace.
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MAJOR TRAITS OF TECHNICAL
COMMUNICATION
TECHNICAL COMMUNICATION IS AUDIENCE CENTERED

 In order to create a document in which readers can 
find, understand, and use content appropriately, 
writers need to understand how writing affects 
readers and the various ways in which readers 
approach written content. Audience centered means 
that technical communication:

 Has definite purposes
 Enables readers to act
 Enhances relationships
 Occurs within a community
 Is appropriate
 Is interactive

 Technical writers enable their readers to act in 3 
ways: by informing, by instructing, and by 
persuading.

 To carry out job responsibilities, people must supply 
or receive information constantly.
 They need to know or explain the scheduled time for a 

meeting, the physical description of a new machine, the 
steps in a process, etc.

MAJOR TRAITS OF TECHNICAL

COMMUNICATION
TECHNICAL COMMUNICATION HAS DEFINITE PURPOSES
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 Technical writers enable their readers to act in 3 
ways: by informing, by instructing, and by 
persuading.

 Writers instruct when they give readers directions 
for using equipment and for performing duties.
 Writing enables consumers to use their new purchase.
 Writing tells medical personnel exactly what to do when a 

patient has a heart attack.

MAJOR TRAITS OF TECHNICAL
COMMUNICATION
TECHNICAL COMMUNICATION HAS DEFINITE PURPOSES

 Technical writers enable their readers to act in 3 
ways: by informing, by instructing, and by 
persuading.

 Writers persuade readers with cogent reasons to 
follow a particular course of action.
 One writer, for example, persuades readers to accept site A, 

not site B for a factory.
 Another writer describes a bottleneck problem in a 

production process in order to persuade readers to 
implement a particular solution.

MAJOR TRAITS OF TECHNICAL

COMMUNICATION
TECHNICAL COMMUNICATION HAS DEFINITE PURPOSES
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 Technical writing is the practical writing that 
people do as a part of their job.

 It is writing that authors use to empower readers by 
preparing them for and moving them toward effective 
action.

 Effective action: readers act in a way that satisfies 
their needs.

 Example 1: you need an instruction manual to 
assemble a table delivered in pieces.

 Example 2: “site reports” help a manager to decide 
whether or not to continue manufacturing a certain 
product.

MAJOR TRAITS OF TECHNICAL
COMMUNICATION
TECHNICAL COMMUNICATION ENABLES READERS TO ACT
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 Technical communication enhances relationships 
between people. How?

 Example 1: A father assembling a tricycle for a 
birthday present.
 Relationship between the father and the child.

 Example 2: An engineer working on the process of 
upgrading a company’s computer network.
 Relationship between employees.

MAJOR TRAITS OF TECHNICAL
COMMUNICATION
TECHNICAL COMMUNICATION ENHANCES RELATIONSHIPS

 Action occurs with a community, a loosely or 
closely connected group of people with a common 
interest.

 Belonging to a community affects the way 
members expect one another to act.

 When people join a community, they learn how to 
act.
 Understanding how to present your material so that 

readers get the information that they need in the 
form that they expected.

MAJOR TRAITS OF TECHNICAL

COMMUNICATION
TECHNICAL COMMUNICATION OCCURS WITHIN A

COMMUNITY
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 The material needed in the situation is present.
 Wording must be more than clear and well 

structured.
 In a user manual, if readers can’t find instructions 

they need – then the manual is useless, or 
inappropriate.

 The material is socially acceptable (social 
appropriateness).
 Avoiding the scolder / scoldee relationship.

MAJOR TRAITS OF TECHNICAL
COMMUNICATION
TECHNICAL COMMUNICATION IS APPROPRIATE

 Readers read the words in a document, but they also 
apply what they know or believe from past 
experiences.

 As words and experiences interact, the reader in 
effect recreates the report so that it means something 
special to him or her, and that something may not be 
exactly what the writer intended.

 Example: a company’s website receiving fewer hits in the 
past few months (read from page 11).

Communication does not occur until the reader 
recreated the message.

MAJOR TRAITS OF TECHNICAL

COMMUNICATION
TECHNICAL COMMUNICATION IS INTERACTIVE
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TECHNICAL COMMUNICATION IS
DESIGNED

 Design helps readers both find information and 
understand it.

 Ingredients of design: the appearance on the page 
and the structure of the content.

TECHNICAL COMMUNICATION IS

DESIGNED – DESIGN THE APPEARANCE

 Designing the appearance: creating a page that 
helps readers locate information and see the 
relationship among various pieces of information.

 Use the following:
 Headings: phrases that name the contents of the 

section that follows.
 Chunks: a chunk is any block of text. Use a series of 

short blocks rather than one long block.
 Visual aids: graphs, tables, etc. They reinforce the 

message in the text.
 Hyperlinks: words embedded in the document that 

help the reader navigate to more information.
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TECHNICAL COMMUNICATION IS
DESIGNED – DESIGN THE CONTENT

 Designing the content: selecting the sequence of 
the material and presenting it in a way that help 
the reader grasp it.

 Use the following:
 Arrange the material top-down: putting the main 

idea first. This establishes the context and the 
outline of the discussion.

 Establish a consistent visual logic: each element of 
format is presented as the same as other similar 
elements. Example: capitalization, boldfacing, 
position, etc.

 Technical writing is an ethical endeavor.
 Writers must follow accepted principles of moral 

conduct “take responsibility for your own writing”.

 You take responsibility because your readers 
trust you.

 In the text of your document, you must tell the 
truth, and make sure your audience understands 
your message.
 Use language and visuals with precision; use format 

honestly; use simple, direct expression of ideas; and 
credit the ideas or work of others.

TECHNICAL COMMUNICATION IS

RESPONSIBLE
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TECHNICAL WRITING
CHAPTER 4: TECHNICAL

COMMUNICATION STYLE

Dr. Mohammad Abdel-
Majeed

1

CONTENT

 A-Write clear sentences for the reader
 B-Write clear paragraphs for the reader
 C-Choose a tone for the reader
 D-Organize documents clearly
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A-WRITE CLEAR SENTENCES FOR THE
READER

Recall two important concepts.
1- place the main idea first

2- Use Normal word order
ex: Subject – verb –Object

3

SENTENCE STRATEGIES

 ◗◗Write in the active voice
 ◗◗Use parallelism
 ◗◗Use there are constructions carefully
 ◗◗Avoid “nominalizations”
 ◗◗ Put the main idea first, if possible
 ◗◗ Try to keep sentence length between 12 and 

25 words
 ◗◗Use you correctly
 ◗◗Don’t use sexist constructions
 ◗◗ Eliminate common clarity errors
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1- Use the active voice
it emphasizes the performer of the action rather 

than the receiver.
Note : Sometimes, the passive is used to show that 
the situation is typical, to conceal responsibility or 
to avoid accusation
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2- Employ Parallelism: similar structure for similar 
elements
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3-Use“There Are” Sparingly
 Bury the subject in the middle.
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4- Avoid nominalization: turning verbs into nouns 
by adding a suffix “ –ion, -ity,-ment….etc”
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5-Put the main idea first
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6- Write sentence of 12 to 25 words
Shorter or longer sentences are weaker as they become too simple or too 
complicated.
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7-Use the Pronoun “You” correctly:
 Do not use “You” in writing formal reports
 Use “You” to mean the reader
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 8- Avoid gender language
 Use general language ,avoid he/she , and use “they” 

instead. [gender language]
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 9-Eliminate Common Clarity Errors
 9.1Avoid strings of Choppy sentences ( 

fragments: partial sentences with incomplete 
information)
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 9-2Avoid wordiness: Try to avoid excess wording 
by eliminating redundancy, repetition, 

Example: it is made of very thin glass that is milky white in color

Revised: it is made of thin milky white glass

 9-3Avoid redundant phrases: see examples/list
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 9-4 Avoid noun clusters: three or more nouns 
joined in a phrase.
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B-WRITE CLEAR PARAGRAPH FOR THE
READER

 put the topic sentence first
 Write coherent paragraphs

 1-Arrange sentences by level
 2-Repeat terms in New/Old sequence
 3-Use the dominant position
 4-Maintain class or memberships relationships
 5-Provide transition

19

PUT THE TOPIC SENTENCE FIRST

 The topic sentence expresses the paragraph’s 
central idea, and the remaining sentences 
develop, explain, and support the central idea

 This top-down arrangement enables readers to 
grasp the ideas in paragraphs more quickly
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 Here is another way to think about the top-down 
method—think of each sentence

 as having a “level.” On the first level is the topic 
sentence. 

 The second level consists of sentences that 
support or explain the topic sentence. 

 The third level consists of sentences that develop 
one of the second-level ideas. 

 Four sentences, then, could have several different 
relationships. For instance, the last three could 
all expand the idea in the first:
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WRITE CLEAR PARAGRAPH FOR THE READER

--1-ARRANGE LEVELS
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 The sentences of this paragraph have the following 
structure:

 (1) Hydraulic pumps are classified as either 
nonpositive or positive displacement units.

 (2) Nonpositive displacement pumps produce a 
continuous flow.

 (3) Because of this design, there is no positive internal 
seal against leakage, as their output pressure varies.

 (2) Positive displacement pumps produce a pulsating 
flow.

 (3) Their design provides a positive internal seal 
against leakage.

 (3) Their output is virtually unaffected as the system 
pressure varies.
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 Sentences in a paragraph can follow an 
alternating sequence of supplying new 
information, which in turn becomes old 
information as the next sentence add more new 
information. In the following example, notice that 
the new information,collided (sentence 1), 
becomes old information, collision (sentences 2 
and 3), and that mountain range is new 
information in sentence 3 but old information
in sentence 4.

WRITE CLEAR PARAGRAPH FOR THE READER

--2-NEW/OLD SQEQUENCE
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 Repeat key term as the subject or Main idea of a 
sentence.
 “collision” in the previous example

WRITE CLEAR PARAGRAPH FOR THE READER

--3-USE THE DOMINANT POSITION
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 To indicate class or membership relationships, 
use words that show that the subsequent 
sentences are subparts of the topic sentence. In 
the following sentences, distributed media and 
online systems are members of the class 
paradigm.

 Notice that the two terms also appear in the 
dominant position and that, if you indicated their 
level, they would both begin level 2 ideas.

WRITE CLEAR PARAGRAPH FOR THE READER

--4-MAINTAIN CLASS RELATIONSHIPS
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 Using transitions means connecting sentences by 
using words that signal a sequence or a pattern.
 The common transitions such as first/second, not

only/but also, however, therefore, and, and but are 
well known 

WRITE CLEAR PARAGRAPH FOR THE READER

--5-PROVIDE TRANSISITONS
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C-CHOOSE A TONE FOR THE READER

Control the tone in order to communicate effectively
How?
Four possible tones:

1-Forceful : the writer is in control of the situation and 
the situation is positive

2- Passive: the reader has more power than the writer 
or the situation is negative

3- Personal: the reader and the writer are equal
4- Impersonal: the writer is not important or the 

situation is neutral
29

 Forceful: The forceful tone implies that the writer 
is in control of the situation or that the situation 
is positive. It is appropriate when the writer 
addresses subordinates or when the writer’s goal 
is to express confidence. 

CHOOSE A TONE FOR THE READER
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CHOOSE A TONE FOR THE READER

 Passive: the reader has more power than the 
writer or that the situation is negative. 
 The writer addresses a superior 
 The writer’s goal is to neutralize a potentially 

negative reaction 
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 Passive

 Forceful

CHOOSE A TONE FOR THE READER
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CHOOSE A TONE FOR THE READER

 Personal: reader and writer are equal. 
 It is appropriate to use when you want to express 

respect for the reader 
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CHOOSE A TONE FOR THE READER

 Personal
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CHOOSE A TONE FOR THE READER

 Impersonal: The writer is not important or that
the situation is neutral. Use this tone when you
want to downplay personalities in the situation
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D-ORGANIZE DOCUMENTS CLEARLY

How?

1- Use context setting introduction
Define terms, the reason why you are writing the document, 

purpose…etc. 

2- place important material at the top
3- use preview lists
4- sequencing
5- parallelism
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ELIMINATE NOISE AND PUNCTUATION

Comma: (,)

1) Use commas after introducing sentence.

2) Use serial commas when you list words or ideas.

Semicolon: (;)

If you use (however, therefore, namely, consequently, 
accordingly), you should use semicolon before and comma 
after.

To separate series of short sentences: if there are internal 
punctuation inside them.

37

CONT…..

Colon: (:)

Separate hour and time: 3:30.

Divide parts of book or article titles.

Introduce an informal list.

Parentheses: (  )

To set off (facts) or (references) in your writing

Example: …………(See Figure 2.3)

…………(born in 1929)

…………(published in 1998)
38
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CONT….

Hyphens: (-)

1) Do not hyphenate prefixes: pre-, re-, semi-, and sub-

Except: preexisting or pre-existing

ultraadaptable or ultra-adaptable 

reengineering or re-engineering 

Example: coop and co-op

2) Do not hyphenate compound words: -ly

Example: optimally achieved 

highly appreciated

3) Use when to eliminate noise: computer-assisted, knowledge-
based

4) With ranges of numbers: 31-34, $ 350-400 39

CONT….

Dashes: (-)

To call attention to words set aside or after it

Avoid it in very formal writing.

Exclamation points: (!)

Avoid it in professional writing, except for warning.

Example: “DANGER: Sodium cyanide is extremely toxic!”

Quotation marks: (“…”)

To set off direct quotation in the text

40
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SENTENCE STYLE

Connecting subjects to verbs

Either/or, Neither/nor : make is, was, are, were 
consistent with the last noun

Example: “Neither he, nor she was prepared for the 
exam”
Avoid unclear Jargons:
Jargons are technical terminologies that are not 
familiar to all audience
Use clear abbreviation:

1) Initialization: Taking the first letters: GPA, LED, 
NASA, ROM

2) Acronyms: bit, laser, pixel, radar, sonar 41
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TECHNICAL WRITING
CHAPTER 9: SETS OF INSTRUCTIONS

Dr. Mohammad Abdel-
Majeed

1

A. PLANNING THE SET OF INSTRUCTIONS

 1-Determine your goal: To complete
a project means to arrive at a definite end result: 

 Complete a project: assemble a toy
 Learn a process: become proficient enough to perform process without set of instructions

 Adjust a camera
 Computer login

 2-Consider the audience:
 2.1 Estimate the audience’s knowledge level: 
 Beginners/intermediate. How much information to include telling beginners to turn on a computer. They 

will not be able to do this because they will not know where to look for the power switch. For an 
intermediate, however, “turn it on” is sufficient.

 2.2 Identify constraints: Emotional or physical ones.
 Many people have a good deal of anxiety about doing something for the first time. They worry that they will make 

mistakes and that those mistakes will cost them their labor. If they tighten the wrench too hard, will the bolt 
snap off? If they hit the wrong key, will they lose the entire contents of their document? Include tips about what 
should happen at each step and what to do if something went wrong

 The physical constraints are usually the materials needed to perform the process , but they might also be special 
environmental considerations. A Phillips screw cannot be tightened with a regular screwdriver; a three pound 
hammer cannot be swung in a restricted space; in a dark room,only a red light can shine. Physical constraints 
also include safety concerns.
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CONTINUE…

 3-Analyze the sequence (chronological order of the steps):
 3.1 Determine the end goal

 The end goal is whatever you want the reader to achieve
 The goal affects the number of steps in the sequence
 wireless connection
 Add optional devices(will require more instructions)

 3.2 Analyze the tasks:
 Determine the sequence and name the steps 
 Sequence (forward or backward)

 3.3 Name and explain the tasks: any subtasks or special information,
 Name and Explain the Tasks Having decided on the sequence, you name 

each task and explain any subtask  or special information that 
accompanies it 

 3.4 Analyze conditions: safety consideration
 Ethernet ports: Which port to use for each jack
 Analyze any special conditions that the user must know about.
 Safety considerations are very important, and safety warnings are an essential 

part of many instructions 
 If it will hurt them or the machine, tell the audience 3

4
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CONTINUE…

 4- Choose visual aids: 
 To orient the reader

 which keys to press on keyboard
 Example of email fields

 To show the effect of an action,
 How the screen looks like after you issue a command using the 

keyboard
 How many?

 One or two for the entire document or one per step if it is complicated.

 The place (close to the discussion), 
 Clear, 
 Caption to identify it, 
 Refer to the visual aids in the text.

5

VISUAL AID EXAMPLE
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CONTINUE…

 5- Follow Form for instructions : The usual form for a 
set of instructions is an introduction followed by a 
step-by-step body.
 Introduction

 Purpose of the set of instructions
 Step by step body:

 Actions in chronological order
 Have a style sheet to make sure that your style is consistent

 Highlight the beginning (underlined or boldface),
 Number each step, 
 Format (margins, visual aids…)
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B. WRITING THE SET OF INSTRUCTIONS

 1. Write an effective introduction: 
 Define the process
 Define key terms
 List any tools, materials or conditions
 Explain who needs to do it
 Explain when and where to do it
 List the assumption you make

9
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CONTINUE…

 2. Write an effective body: 
 Use the correct order 
 Use imperative verbs
 Do NOT omit articles (a, an and the) or preposition
 State one action per step
 Explain unusual effects
 Make suggestions to avoid or correct mistakes
 Mention the safety cautions before the instructions
 Give reasons (if possible)

11

TWO STYLE TIPS FOR INSTRUCTIONS

 Use imperative verbs:
An imperative verb gives an order. Imperative verbs make clear that 

the step must be done. Notice below that “should” introduces a 
note of uncertainty about whether  the act must be performed 

 Ex: 
1-Make sure you have wireless card. (Good)
2- you should make sure that you have wireless cards. (Not good) 

 Retain short words
 Use a, an and the in all the usual places.
 Eliminating them makes the instruction harder to grasp

 Ex
1- Unbox gateway device and identify pieces against instruction set.  
2- Unbox the gateway device and identify all the pieces against the 

instruction set.  12
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C. FIELD-TESTING INSTRUCTIONS

 It is a method of direct observation by which you 
can check the accuracy of your instructions.

 Ask someone (unfamiliar) to follow your 
instructions and see if the reader hesitates or 
asks questions. 

14
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TECHNICAL WRITING
INFORMAL REPORTS AND E-MAIL

Instructor:

Dr. Mohammad Abdel-Majeed

1

A. ELEMENTS OF INFORMAL REPORTS

Informal reports: are those that will not have 
wide distribution, will not be published, and are 
(usually) shorter than ten pages (General Motors). 
The basic strategies are

1. Create an effective introduction,
2. Develop a consistent visual presentation
3. Follow the expected “thought path,” if there is one. 
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ELEMENTS OF INFORMAL REPORTS
1. Introduction
 Introductions orient readers to the contents of 

the document.
 create an introduction, you can do one of three
things: provide the objective, provide context, or 
provide an expanded context

1.1 Provide Objective

 A one-sentence statement of the purpose or main 
point of the project or report.

3

ELEMENTS OF INFORMAL REPORTS

Introduction
1.2 Provide Context: Situation that caused you to write 
the report

Tell what caused you to write. Perhaps you are reporting on 
an assignment, or you may have discovered something the 
recipient needs to know.
Explain why you are credible in the situation. You are 
credible because of either your actions or your position.
State the report’s purpose. Use one clear sentence: “This 
report recommends that Mertes Tile should install an 
Iconglow retail point of sale system.”
Preview the contents. List the main heads that will follow. 
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ELEMENTS OF INFORMAL REPORTS

5

ELEMENTS OF INFORMAL REPORTS

2. Develop Consistent Visual Aids : THREE ITEMS

2.1 Headings
Use a word or phrase that indicates the contents immediately 
following.
At times, use a question for an effective head.
Place heads at the left margin, double-spaced above and 
single-spaced below. Use boldface or all caps. Or choose a 
“heading style” from your word processor’s Styles menu. 
Usually bold face is easiest to add and to read.
Capitalize either every word or else use “down style” 
(capitalize only the first word and any proper nouns). 
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ELEMENTS OF INFORMAL REPORTS

7

ELEMENTS OF INFORMAL REPORTS

Develop Consistent Visual Aids
2.1 Headings
2.2 Page numbers

If two pages or more.
Use the “Insert” menu on your word processor.
Place page numbers in the upper right corner or in the 
bottom
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ELEMENTS OF INFORMAL REPORTS

Develop Consistent Visual Aids
2.1 Headings
2.2 Page numbers
2.3 Consistently Identify Visual aids

Choose your caption word—for instance, Figure, Chart, 
Graph.
Place your visuals in the same relative location, at the left-
hand margin or in the center.
Place the caption either above or below.
Develop a “caption style” and use it consistently. Notice the 
capitalization, use of numerals and period in this example: 
Figure 1. Quarterly Sales 

9

TYPES OF INFORMAL REPORTS

1. IMRD Report (Introduction, methodology, results, 
discussion)

Example : laboratory research and questionnaire results
Which food to buy at fast food store
tell the reader what you wanted to find out, how you went about it, 
what you found out, and what those findings mean. 

 Parts/Sections       
Introduction: objectives and justification (What is the goal of the 
report)
Methodology: process description of the actions you took to achieve 
the goal or answer the questions, How did you perform the actions
Results: findings using visual aids (the presentation), results of the 
actions
Discussion: significance of the findings, implication of the results, did 
you achieve your goal
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STUDENT ASSIGNMENT

Write an IMRD report about the following results 
for a hardness test experiment ( 10 marks)

Hardness number / 
materials

STEEL Mg Al

Test 1 90 42 42

Test 2 91 41 42

Test 3 92 39 38

11

B. TYPES OF INFORMAL REPORTS

2. Brief analytical report:
Very common in industry.

It is to review an issue with the goal of revealing important factors, 
and to present conclusions 
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CONTINUE…

3. Progress reports:
Mainly to inform management about the progress of a 
project, it  includes:

introduction: project name, purpose, time period 
work complete: divide the project to major tasks showing the 
time period
work scheduled: plans
problems: if any

 4. Trip report: it should include the reason for the trip, what 
was found, and conclusions

14
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CONTINUE…

 5. Outline report: 
 it is a common type with distinct headings (accompanies an oral 

presentation)
 The speaker follows the outline, explaining details at the 

appropriate places. Procedural specifications and retail 
management reports often use this form.

 To write this kind of report, follow these guidelines:
 Use heads to indicate sections and to function as introductions.
 Present information in phrases or sentences, not paragraphs.
 Indent information (as in an outline) underneath the appropriate 

head 
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CONTINUE…

 6. Summary and abstract: 
 To tell the reader the main point of an article, so one 

can decide whether to read it or not. 
 To create a summary or abstract
 Write the main point of the article in one sentence
 List the topics or sections of the article
 Add the key detail or point discussed in each section
 Be brief (usually one paragraph to one page)
 Define terms and acronyms if needed for your audience 

19

CONTINUE…
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CONTINUE…
7. Background or conceptual report:

it gives the readers information about a situation or topic.
Basically such a report is an explanation.
These reports give readers access to the topic, with the 
intent that they are reasonably satisfied that they 
understand the basic or important issues involved
consider the audience’s knowledge 
In almost all cases the audience knows little about the topic.
Examples:

cloud formations, to plumbing systems, to volcano eruptions. 
social media site such as Twitter or Facebook, 

For instance, the privacy settings on photographs are a concern to 
many who post photos. A clear explanation of each choice will allow 
users to understand the system and make
choices that they are comfortable with.
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8. E-MAIL

 To create effective e-mail:
1. Consider your audience

Arrange your e-mail so that the audience can quickly grasp what 
you want from them. Put the most important points at “the top” of 
the message.
Personalize the e-mail with a quick personal comment (“Nice to 
see you last weekend”) at the end. Add your name to the end, even 
if your “signature name” also appears (Type “Gwen” even if your 
signature name appears as “Gwendolyn P. Goldman”) (Burstein; 
“15”)
Use the appropriate level of formality. Don’t write as if the 
recipient were your best friend, if she is not. Don’t use “text style” 
(“How r u?”). 

23

E-MAIL

To create effective e-mail:
1. Consider your audience 
2. Use the elements of the e-mail effectively (subject line, attachment…)
3. Write clear subject line

Start with an information-bearing word. Say “Budget meeting scheduled
Monday, 10 a.m. Rm103 ” rather than “Budget meeting” or “Meeting.” Or
“Hi—meet me after your class?” rather than “Hi. 
 Keep the subject line relatively short. 
People often open messages with RE in the subject line (so don’t change
the subject when you reply). In a subject line, state content—“Response to
your 7-25 budget request.”
Make the subject line a short summary of your message. (Nielsen; Rhodes;
“ITS”) 

24
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E-MAIL

To create effective e-mail:
• Consider your audience 

• Use the elements of the e-mail effectively (subject line, attachment…)

• Write clear subject line

• Use “To”, “CC” and “BCC” lines effectively

• Check addresses 

• Decide whether to include attachments or not

• Keep short and to the point (to do or to read)
• Long emails!!!

• Pay attention to the body: context, paragraphs, the end …
• Establish the context in the email (reply with yes and some description)

• Be prudent: institutional emails 
• Be careful about sending personal or sensitive information

25
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TECHNICAL WRITING
FORMAL REPORTS

Instructor:

Dr. Mohammad Abdel-Majeed

1

FORMAL REPORTS

Formal reports presented in special way to 
emphasis the importance of their contents.

Formal reports are used to present 
recommendations or results of research, perceived 
importance to the community and company policy.

The difference between formal and informal reports 
is in the changed perception caused by the formal 
presentation. 

2
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INFORMAL VS FORMAL REPORTS

 Elements unique to the formal report are
 the front material 
 the method of presenting the body. 
 Other elements—appendixes, reference sections, 

introductions, conclusions, and recommendations—
are often associated with the formal report but do not 
necessarily make the report formal; 

3

ELEMENTS OF FORMAL REPORTS

Elements for formal reports are used to orient 
readers to the report’s topics and organization

1. Front material
2. Presenting the body of the report
3. Ending material 
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FORMAL REPORTS
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ELEMENTS OF FORMAL REPORTS

1. Front material
 transmittal correspondence is a memo or letter 

that directs the reports to someone. The memo 
is internal , the letter is external.
The correspondence contains :
 The title of the reports
 A statement ( if requested)
 The purpose and scope of the report
 An explanation of problem encountered 
 Acknowledgement 
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ELEMENTS OF FORMAL REPORTS

 Front material
 Title page

 Place all the elements at the left margin (ANSI). (Center all 
the elements if local policy insists.)

 Name the contents of the report in the title.
 Use either all caps or initial caps and lowercase letters; use 

boldface when appropriate. Do not use “glitzy” typefaces, 
such as outlined or cursive fonts.

 Include the writer’s name and title or department, the date, 
the recipient’s name and title or department, and a report 
number (if appropriate). 
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ELEMENTS OF FORMAL REPORTS

 Front material
 Title page
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ELEMENTS OF FORMAL REPORTS

 Front material
 Title page  
 Table of contents

 Title the page Table of Contents.
 Present the name of each section in the same wording and 

format as it appears in the text. If a section title is all caps in 
the text, place it in all caps
in the table of contents.

 Do not underline in the table of contents; the lines are so 
powerful that they overwhelm the words. 

 Do not use “page” or “p.” before the page numbers.
 Use only the page number on which the section starts.
 Set margins so that page numbers align on the right.
 Present no more than three levels of heads; two is usually best.
 Use leaders, a series of dots, to connect words to page numbers. 
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ELEMENTS OF FORMAL REPORTS

 Front material
 Title page  
 Table of contents
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ELEMENTS OF FORMAL REPORTS

 Front material
 Title page  
 Table of contents 
 3. List of illustrations

 Use the title List of Illustrations if it contains both figures and 
tables; list figures first, then tables.

 If the list contains only figures or only tables, call it List of 
Figures or List of Tables.

 List the number, title, and page of each visual aid.
 Place the list on the most convenient page. If possible, put it on 

the same page as the table of contents. 
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ELEMENTS OF FORMAL REPORTS

 Front material
 Title page  
 Table of contents 
 List of illustrations
 4. Summary or Abstract

 The report’s purpose and the problem it addresses.
 The conclusions.
 The major facts on which the conclusions are based.
 The recommendations. 
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ELEMENTS OF FORMAL REPORTS

 Front material (cont.)
 5. Introduction

 Purpose statement
 State the purpose clearly. Use one of two forms: “The purpose of this report 

is to present the results of the investigation”  or “This report presents the 
results of my investigation.”

 Use the present tense.
 Name the alternatives if necessary. 

 Scope statement: scope statement reveals the topics covered in a report. Follow 
these guidelines:
 In feasibility and recommendation reports, name the criteria; include

statements explaining the rank order and source of the criteria.
 In other kinds of reports, identify the main sections, or topics, of the 

report.
 Specify the boundaries or limits of your investigation.

 Procedure statement(Methodology statement)
 Explain all actions you took: the people you interviewed, the research you

performed, the sources you consulted.
 Write this statement in the past tense.
 Select head for each section

 Background statement
16
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ELEMENTS OF FORMAL REPORTS

 Front material (cont.)
 6. Conclusions and Recommendations

 Writers may place these two sections at the beginning of the 
report or at the end. 

 Choose the beginning if you want to give readers the main points 
first and if you want to give them a perspective from which to 
read the data in the report. 

 Choose the end if you want to emphasize the logical flow of the 
report, leading up to the conclusion. 

 In many formal reports, you present only conclusions because 
you are not making a recommendation. 
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ELEMENTS OF FORMAL REPORTS

 Front material (cont.)
 Conclusions and Recommendations

 Conclusions
 Relate each conclusion to specific data. Don’t write conclusions 

about material you have not discussed in the text.
 Use concise, numbered conclusions.
 Keep commentary brief.
 Add inclusive page numbers to indicate where to find the 

discussion of the conclusions 
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ELEMENTS OF FORMAL REPORTS

 Front material (cont.)
 6. Conclusions and Recommendations

 Conclusions
 Recommendations

 Number each recommendation.
 Make the solution to the problem the first recommendation.
 If the rationale section is brief, add it to the appropriate 

recommendation.
 If the rationale section is long, make it a separate section. 
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ELEMENTS OF FORMAL REPORTS

 2. Body of the formal report
 Pagination 
 Indicating chapter divisions
 Laying out pages (ch 6 covers different column 

formats)
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ELEMENTS OF FORMAL REPORTS

 Body of the formal report
 Paginating 

 Assign a number to each piece of paper in the report, 
regardless of whether the number actually appears on the 
page.

 Assign a page number to each full-page table or figure.
 Place the numbers in the upper right corner of the page with no 

punctuation, or center them at the bottom of the page either 
with no punctuation or with a hyphen on each side (-2-).

 Consider the title page as page 1. Do not number the title page. 
Most word processing systems allow you to delete the number 
from the title page.

 In very long reports, use lowercase roman numerals (i, ii, iii) 
for all the pages before the text of the discussion. In this case, 
count the title page as page i, but do not put the i on the page. 
On the next page, place a ii.

 Paginate the appendix as discussed in “End Material” (later).
 Use headers or footers (phrases in the top and bottom margins) 

to identify the topic of a page or section. 24
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ELEMENTS OF FORMAL REPORTS

 Body of the formal report
 Paginating 
 Use Chapter Divisions

 To make the report “more formal,” begin each new major 
section at the top of a page (see Example 12.2, which starts 
on p. 373). 
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ELEMENTS OF FORMAL REPORTS

 End Material: The end material (glossary and list of symbols, references, and 
appendixes) is placed after the body of the report.
 Glossary and List of symbols

 Place each term at the left margin, and start the definition at a tab (two or 
three spaces) farther to the right. Start all lines of the definition at this tab.

 Alphabetize the terms
 References

 The list of references (included when the report contains information from other 
sources) is discussed along with citation methods in Appendix B.

 Appendix
 Refer to each appendix item at the appropriate place in the body of the report.
 Number illustrations in the appendix in the sequence begun in the body of the 

report.
 For short reports, continue page numbers in sequence from the last page of the 

body.
 For long reports, use a separate pagination system. Because the appendixes are 

often identified as Appendix A, Appendix B, and so on, number the pages 
starting with the appropriate letter: A-1, A-2, B-1, B-2. 
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TECHNICAL WRITING
PROPOSALS

Instructor:

Dr. Mohammad Abdel-Majeed

1

PROPOSALS

 Four issues to discuss in a proposal : 

 1.The problem

 2.The solution

 3.The benefits of the solution

 4. The implementation
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THE INTERNAL PROPOSAL

 The internal proposal persuades someone to 
accept an idea—usually to change something, or 
to fund something, or both

 Requesting new pieces of lab equipment, defend 
major capital expenditures, or recommend 
revised production control standards.
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A. PLANNING THE INTERNAL PROPOSAL

 Readers of a proposal either have assigned the 
proposal and are aware of the problem. 

 or have not assigned the proposal and are 
unaware of the problem.

 To achieve this goal, the writer must:
 1.  Consider the audience.

 2. Use visual aids.

 3. Organize the proposal well.

 4. Design an appropriate format.
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1. CONSIDER THE AUDIENCE

 Readers of a proposal either have assigned the 
proposal and are aware of the problem or have 
not assigned the proposal and are unaware of the 
problem.

 The audience may or may not know the concepts 
and facts involved in either the problem or the 
solution. Estimate your audience’s level of 
knowledge.

 The audience may or may not be able to order the 
implementation of your proposed solution. So the 
writer must bear in mind that several readers 
may see and approve. 5

2. USE VISUAL AIDS

 Visuals can support any part of the proposal—the 
description of the problem, the solution, the 
implementation, and the benefits.

 Visuals include tables, graphs  , Gantt charts , 
and diagrams.
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3. ORGANIZE THE PROPOSAL

 The writer should organize the proposal around 
four questions:

 1. What is the problem?
 2. What is the solution?
 3. Can the solution be implemented?
 4. Should the solution be implemented?
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4. DESIGN THE PROPOSAL

 select an appropriate format, either formal or 
informal.

 A formal proposal has a title page, table of 
contents, and summary (see Chapter 14).

 An informal proposal can be a report or some 
kind of preprinted form (see Chapter 12).

 The format depends on company policy and on 
the distance the proposal must travel in the 
hierarchy

 the shorter the distance, the more informal the 
format.

 the less significant the proposal, the more 
informal the format. 8
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B. WRITING THE INTERNAL PROPOSAL

 Use the Introduction to Orient the Reader,
 The introduction to a proposal demands careful thought 

because it must orient the reader to the writer, the problem, 
and the solution. 

 The introduction can contain one paragraph or several. You 
should clarify the following important points:

 ◗◗Why is the writer writing? Is the proposal assigned or unsolicited?
 ◗◗Why is the writer credible?
 ◗◗What is the problem?
 ◗◗What is the background of the problem?
 ◗◗What is the significance of the problem?
 ◗◗What is the solution?
 ◗◗What are the parts of the report?

 An effective way to provide all these points is in a two-part 
introduction that includes a context-setting paragraph and 
a summary.
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B. WRITING THE INTERNAL PROPOSAL

 Use the Introduction to Orient the Reader,
 The introduction to a proposal demands careful thought 

because it must orient the reader to the writer, the problem, 
and the solution. 

 The introduction can contain one paragraph or several. You 
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 ◗◗What is the problem?
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a summary.
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INTRODUCTION
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B. WRITING THE INTERNAL PROPOSAL

 Use the Discussion to Convince Your Audience .
 A common approach functions this way:
 The problem
 ◗◗ Explanation of the problem
 ◗◗Causes of the problem
 The solution
 ◗◗Details of the solution
 ◗◗Benefits of the solution
 ◗◗Ways in which the solution satisfies criteria
 The context
 ◗◗ Schedule for implementing the solution
 ◗◗ Personnel involved
 ◗◗ Solutions rejected 12
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EXAMPLE 2
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EXAMPLE 3
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1

Power Point/software                                Oral Report                

The importance of power point is that most oral 
reports are now called “ Power point reports”.
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Planning includes decisions about:
 1. Audience

2. The situation

3. Organizational pattern

4. Presentation

3

EXAMPLE of different audiences:

A presentation for 3 managers deciding to do 
business with you.

Or a presentation for 50 sales reps that need to know 

about the product they want to sell.
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The Audience Analysis Questions

Who are they?

How many will be present?

What is their knowledge level?

What task will my presentation help them 
complete?

What do they need?

Why are they there?

5

The most annoying issue in power point presentation 
is “ The speaker reads the slides to us”.

Also:

Using full sentences rather than brief.

Projecting too small text to read.

Colors that are hard to read.

Using very complex illustrations.
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Size of the room (i.e: Small room with a conference 
table , Auditorium)

Location of electrical outlets

Learn how sound carries through the room (i.e: to 
use a microphone or not)

Should you bring your laptop or only a disk/flash 
memory with you?

Learn to hook your laptop with the projector in 
case your brought it with you.

7

Story                                  Goal-Method-results-Discussion

Depending on the :

• Needs of the audience

• Actual content to be represented
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It is a sequence of events and cause and effect and 
also shows the priority of the events.

The story approach has three stages:

Set the stage

Introduce the dramatic conflict

Resolve the conflict

9

Defining current situation by analyzing factors such 
as:

Market forces

Company objectives

Technological changes

10
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Introduce challenges that face the company , such as:

Obstacles

New competitors

Market share losses

11

How to overcome the obstacles to win by reversing 
the situation of the issues?!
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You decide which of the sections is most important 
and minimize other sections based on the audiences’ 
needs.
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4.1 Determine your relationship to the slides

4.2 Create a storyboard

4.3 Create the series of slides
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Who is in charge? You or the slides?

Who is the main source of information? You or the 
slides?

 The slide is not the main source of information in the speech—you 
are. You place the content of the slide into a relevant context for 
the audience

 two aspects of your relationship:

 ◗◗ Is the information on the slide in the foreground or background?

 ◗◗What items should be on the slide?

15

A Foreground method provides information,

either visual aid or textual, that you explain. Project a 
visual aid in order to explain it or Project a text in 
order to emphasize it.

( YOU SPEAK TO THE SLIDE )

16
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In the Background method, you don’t speak to the 
slide. Instead it is present in order to summarize 
key points, either what is about to be covered or 
what has just been covered.

17
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Planning the presentation 

Plan for your audience

Plan for the situation

Plan your organizational pattern

Plan your presentation

19

How to make slide look good and easy accessible to 
the listeners?

We will focus in the content of the slide images and 
text content.
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Put images into the foreground take more time . 

But pays dividends in audience retention and interest 

 Point out the audience what they should see in the 
image and why.

21

What strategy will best engage the audience with the 
image?

There are seven suggestions:
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In this strategy the title is a one sentence that states 
what you want the audience to know as a result .

The body of slides consist visual evidence. 

Photograph ,table ,graph ,screen capture ,equation.

23

Give the viewer big picture so that the small details 
make sense for instance map.

Is an illustration of what you are talking about. 
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Is an illustration of what you are talking about.

Use this strategy so that the audience does not have 
to read your mind.

25

An Image can help a viewer access the complexities of 
process.
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Images can show the difference between two objects 
,especially new concept .

27

An analogy helps the person connected to something 
new.

To navigate from one position to another you have to 
have a good idea of where you are and where you 
hope to go. Displaying a map help audiences use 
this concept.
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A process has a sequence of steps illustrate what 
happens at each slide and explain the action .

29

 Text-only slides are outlines, lists of words arranged in a hierarchy.

 They project very little depth or indication of relationship of ideas.

 this method has limitations especially in the audience’s retention of ideas 
and in their level of interest 

 don’t read the slides to the audience. Follow these suggestions

 1. Use text as an introductory overview

 2. Use the text as a topic introductions 

 3. Give audiences time to read the slide to themselves

 Use a paper handout it can more effectively show complex text, numbers 
,and  data graphics
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A storyboard: is a text and graphics outline of your 
presentation

Variations of storyboard also exist in presentation 
programs 

(power point) has both an outline and a slide 
sorter function that allow you to see the entire 
sequence of your presentation

31
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Guidelines for create pleasing slides:

Understand the parts of a slide:

title,the text or graphics, the footer, and the 
background.

The title appears at the top in largest size to identify 
the content of the slide 

The text makes the points you want to highlight 

33

The graphics consist of a table,chart,or drawing

The footer contains date, slide numbers, and 
other pertinent information

The background is the color or design appears 
behind the text or graphics 

Design the slide to help the reader

The major rules of slide design are make the 
content big enough :it is easy to read from a 
distance 
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Keep it simple :the slide has no extraneous “fluff” like 
odd colors ,lines ,or images that detract listeners from 
content 

Be consistent: each item of the same type is presented in 
the same way 

Learn to use slide master If you select a template and 
then use the slide master, you guarantee consistency for 
font, font size, font color, background, and bullet type

Evaluate template before using them

Title each slide

35

Fonts: keep your text font simple its can portray 
a wide range of emotions from casual to 
authoritative from serious to comic 

Use known fonts

Use one font

Use larger size and different color for the title
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Many texts encourage using no more than seven 
lines and limiting lines to seven words.

It is more helpful to think about whether you want 
the audience to read a long quote or to present a 
group of short lines, summarizing what you are 
saying

Shorter text lines keep the words in the background 
as you speak, focusing attention on you.
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 Use color to enhance your presentation

 Consider the setting

 Use color intelligently to establish visual logic. Use one of the 
software’s templates and it creates the logic for you.

 Use green and red sparingly

 Avoid hard-to-read color combinations such as yellow on white 
and black on blue. Violet can also be very hard to read.

 Select combinations with an awareness of technology

39

 Animation makes items move , Text can appear and depart 
from the slide by many routes—move to the left or right, up 
or down, or disintegrate blossom out from the center

Use one type of text animation

Treat previous lines carefully. Fading or subduing the 
previous bullets when the new information appears will help to 
keep the audience focused.

 Use builds You can make a build, a sequence of slides that 
change the visual slightly, each time adding a bit more 
information.
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Basically, don’t use sound effects .If you do use 
them 

be consistent (use the same one for the same 
operation such as introducing an new topic) 

Be subtle

Bullets sound .Use a quiet sound

41

Slide transitions, like scene cuts in a movie, move an 
old slide off and a new slide onto the screen.

The goal of using this device is to create a sequence 
logic—each instance of the event means that 
another type of data is about to appear.

Be consistent

Use only one or two simple transitions

Aid the viewer. a simple fade-to-black between sections 
of a presentation signals that a new topic is being 
considered.
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Learn to dance with your slides

43

 Develop the Introduction

 Keep the introduction short

 Explain your credibility

 Indicate your special knowledge of or concern with the subject.

 Explain why your report is important to your audience.

 Identify the situation that required you to prepare the report (or the person 
who requested it).

 Present your conclusions or recommendations right away. Then the audience 
will have a viewpoint from which to interpret the data you present.

 Preview the main points so your listeners can understand the order in
which you will present your ideas. 
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Navigate the Body

Use Transitions Liberally (idea transition)

Emphasize Important Details

Impose a Time Limit

Find out how long the audience expects the 

presentation to last and fit your speech into that 
time frame

45

Rehearse Your Presentation
Practice your presentation

Practice Developing a Conversational Quality

Rehearse until you feel secure with your presentation

practice Handling Your Technology and Visual Aids

Understand how to open and navigate your presentation

Have a backup plan in case your technology does not work

Bluetooth, memory stick
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Develop a Conclusion

Keep the conclusion short.

Announce as “In conclusion”, “In summary”

Takeaway points
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Use the B Key

At points during your presentation, and especially 
during a question/answer session, you can ‘turn off ’ 
the screen, by pushing the b key.


If you have paper handouts, decide whether to 
distribute them before or during the presentation

48
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 Use Notes

 Adopt a Comfortable Style

 you can direct your attention to the listeners, referring to the outline only 
to jog your memory and to ensure that ideas are presented in the proper 
order.

 Smile. 

Take time to look at individual audience members and to collect your
thoughts. 

 check whether members of the audience understood your last point. 

49

 Look directly at each listener at least once during the report.  

Make sure you can be heard 

When answering questions, make sure everyone hears and 
understands each question before you begin to answer it be 
heard, but also try to speak conversationally

 To point out some aspect of a visual projected lay a pencil or 
an arrow made of paper on the appropriate spot of the 
transparency.

 Try to become aware of—and to eliminate—your distracting 
mannerisms. one wants to see speakers brush their hair, 
scratch their arms, rock back and forth on the balls of their 
feet, smack their lips.
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TECHNICAL WRITING
JOB APPLICATION MATERIALS

Instructor:

Dr. Mohammad Abdel-Majeed

1

JOB APPLICATION MATERIAL

 Letter of Application
 Resume
 Interview

2
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LETTER OF APPLICATION

 Address of the sender
 Date
 Inside Address
 Salutation
 Body
 Closing and Signature

3

STEP 1: ANALYZING THE SITUATION

 To write an effective résumé and letter 
application you must understand:
 Your goals
 Your audience
 The field in which you are applying for work
 Your own strengths 
 The needs of your employers.
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STEP 1: ANALYZING THE SITUATION

 Understand your goals
 Show that your strengths fill the readers needs
 Get an interview
 Provide topics for discussion at the interview
 If you present your strengths and experiences

convincingly in the letter and résumé, prospective
employers will ask to interview you
 explain what you can do for the reader, showing how your

strengths fill the reader’s needs

5

STEP 1: ANALYZING THE SITUATION

 Understand your audience
 Human resources manager to division manager
 They have limited amount of time
 They want to know if the applicant satisfy the

company needs
 Skill Expectations: They look for evidence (Jobs,

Achievements at work)
 Professional expectations:

 Managers read to see if you write clearly, handle details,
and act professionally.

 Clean, neat documents written in clear, correct English and
formatted on high-quality paper demonstrate all three of
these skills. 6
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STEP 1: ANALYZING THE SITUATION

 Assess your field
 What are the basic activities in this field?
 What skills do I need to perform them?
 What are the basic working conditions, salary

ranges, and long-term outlooks for the areas in which
I am interested?

7

STEP 1: ANALYZING THE SITUATION

 Assess your strengths
 Seeks Qualifications that distinguish you from others
 Do not exclude Experiences
 Questions page 523 textbook

8
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STEP 1: ANALYZING THE SITUATION

 Assess needs for employers
 Study the needs of your potential employers
 Review their website (names)

10
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PLANNING THE RESUME

 Information to include in the resume
 Personal information: name, address, phone number
 Educational information: degree, name of college,

major, date of graduation
 Work history: titles of jobs held, employing

companies, dates of employment, duties, a career
objective

 Achievements: grade point average, awards and
honors, special aptitudes and skills, achievements at
work (such as contributions and accomplishments)

11

PLANNING THE RESUME

 Resume organization
 Personal data

 Address, phone #, references

 Career objective
 Position you are seeking

 Summary
 Education

 Most recent at the top
 Relevant courses, honors, extracurricular activities,

internships

 Work experience
 Most recent and relevant first
 Title, description, company name and dates 12
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WRITING THE RESUME

 Drafting your résumé includes generating, revising, and
finishing it.

 Guidelines
 Usually limit the résumé to one page.
 Indicate the main divisions at the far left margins. Usually, boldface

heads
 announce the major sections of the résumé.
 Boldface important words such as job titles or names of majors; use

underlining sparingly.
 Use bulleted lists, which emphasize individual lines effectively.
 Single-space entries and double-space above and below. The resulting

white space makes the page easier to read.
 Control the margins and type size. Make the left margin 1 inch wide.
 Use 10- or 12-point type.
 Treat items in each section consistently. All the job titles, for example,

should be in the same relative space and in the same typeface andsize.
 Print résumés on good-quality paper

13

PLANNING A LETTER OF APPLICATION

 Analyze the employer’s needs
 Match Your Capabilities to the employer’s needs

14
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WRITING A LETTER OF APPLICATION

 Apply in the Introduction
 Convince in the Body
 Request an Interview

15

INTERVIEWING

 Prepare well
 Investigate the company
 Analyze how you can contribute to it (Spinks and

Wells).
 Investigate the company, consult their website,

read their Facebook page, perhaps sign up to follow
them on Twitter. For a more in-depth look,

 assess what you have to offer.
 Answer these questions:

 What contributions can you make to the company?
 How do your specific skills and strengths fit into its

activities or philosophy?
 How can you further your career goals with this company? 16
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INTERVIEWING

 Use social tact
 Behave professionally and in an appropriate manner.

Acting too lightly or too intensely are both incorrect.
 First impressions are extremely important; many

interviewers make up their minds early in the
interview.

 Follow a few common sense guidelines:
 Shake hands firmly.
 Dress professionally, as you would on the job.
 Arrive on time. Use proper grammar and enunciation.
 Watch your body language. For instance, sit appropriately;

don’t lounge or slouch in your chair.
 Find out and use the interviewers’ names.
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INTERVIEWING

 Perform well
 Answer the questions directly and clearly. Interviewers

want to know about your skills.
 Be willing to talk about yourself and your achievements; if

you respond honestly to questions, your answers
will not seem like bragging.

 For a successful interview, follow these guidelines:
 Be yourself. Getting a job based on a false impression usually

ends badly.
 Answer the question asked. Be honest. If you don’t know the

answer, say so.
 If you don’t understand a question, ask the interviewer to

repeat or clarify it.
 In your answers, include facts about your experience to show

how you will fit into the company.

18
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INTERVIEWING

 Ask Questions
 Methods of on-the-job training
 Your job responsibilities
 Types of support available—from secretarial to

facilities to pursuit of more education
 Possibility and probability of promotion
 Policies about relocating, including whether you get a

promotion when you relocate and whether refusing to
relocate will hurt your chances for promotion

 Salary and fringe benefits—at least a salary range,
whether you receive medical benefits, and who pays
for them

19

INTERVIEWING

 Understand the offer
 You have the right to request a reasonable amount of

time to consider the offer.
 If you get another offer from a second company at a

higher salary, you have the right to inform the first

20
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IEEE Code of Ethics

IEEE Code of Ethics

• I. To uphold the highest standards of integrity, responsible behavior, 
and ethical conduct in professional activities.

• 1. to hold paramount the safety, health, and welfare of the public, to 
strive to comply with ethical design and sustainable development 
practices, to protect the privacy of others, and to disclose promptly 
factors that might endanger the public or the environment;

• 2. to improve the understanding by individuals and society of the 
capabilities and societal implications of conventional and emerging 
technologies, including intelligent systems;

1
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• 3. to avoid real or perceived conflicts of interest whenever possible, and to 
disclose them to affected parties when they do exist;

• 4. to avoid unlawful conduct in professional activities, and to reject bribery 
in all its forms;

• 5. to seek, accept, and offer honest criticism of technical work, to 
acknowledge and correct errors, to be honest and realistic in stating claims 
or estimates based on available data, and to credit properly the 
contributions of others;

• 6. to maintain and improve our technical competence and to undertake 
technological tasks for others only if qualified by training or experience, or 
after full disclosure of pertinent limitations

IEEE Code of Ethics

• II. To treat all persons fairly and with respect, to not engage in harassment 
or discrimination, and to avoid injuring others.

• 7. to treat all persons fairly and with respect, and to not engage in 
discrimination based on characteristics such as race, religion, gender, 
disability, age, national origin, sexual orientation, gender identity, or 
gender expression;

• 8. to not engage in harassment of any kind, including sexual harassment or 
bullying behavior;

• 9. to avoid injuring others, their property, reputation, or employment by 
false or malicious actions, rumors or any other verbal or physical abuses;
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IEEE Code of Ethics

• III. To strive to ensure this code is upheld by colleagues and co-
workers.

• 10. to support colleagues and co-workers in following this code of 
ethics, to strive to ensure the code is upheld, and to not retaliate 
against individuals reporting a violation.

•

IEEE Code of Ethics

• Changes to the IEEE Code of Ethics will be made only after the 
following conditions are met:

• 1. Proposed changes shall have been published in THE INSTITUTE at 
least three (3) months in advance of final consideration by the Board 
of Directors, with a request for comment.

• 2. All IEEE Major Boards shall have the opportunity to discuss 
proposed changes prior to final action by the Board of Directors, and 

• 3. An affirmative vote of two-thirds of the votes of the members of 
the Board of Directors present at the time of the vote, provided a 
quorum is present, shall be required for changes to be made.
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TECHNICAL WRITING APPENDIX A
BRIEF HANDBOOK FOR

TECHNICAL WRITERS

Instructor:

Dr. Mohammad Abdel-Majeed

A. PROBLEMS WITH SENTENCE

CONSTRUCTION

 A.1 Identify and Eliminate Comma Splices  
 Occurs when two independent clauses are 

connected, or spliced, with only a comma.
 Four ways to correct them
 1. Replace the comma with a period to separate 

the two sentences.
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A. PROBLEMS WITH SENTENCE
CONSTRUCTION

 Four ways to correct them
 2. Replace the comma with a semicolon only if the 

sentences are very closely related.
 When you use a conjunctive adverb to connect 

two sentences, always precede it with a semicolon 
and follow it with a comma. (furthermore)

A. PROBLEMS WITH SENTENCE

CONSTRUCTION

 Four ways to correct them
 3. Insert a coordinating conjunction (and, but, or, 

nor, for, yet, or so) after the comma, making a 
compound.
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A. PROBLEMS WITH SENTENCE
CONSTRUCTION
 Four ways to correct them
 4. Subordinate one of the independent clauses by 

beginning it with a subordinating conjunction or 
a relative pronoun. 

 Frequently used subordinating conjunctions are 
where, when, while, because, since, as, until, 
unless, although, if, and after. 

 The relative pronouns are which, that, who, and 
what.

A. PROBLEMS WITH SENTENCE

CONSTRUCTION

 A.2 Identify and Eliminate Run-On Sentences 
 The two independent clauses are run together 

with no punctuation between them
 ◗◗ Place a period between the two clauses.
 ◗◗ Place a semicolon between them.
 ◗◗ Place a comma and a coordinating 

conjunction between them.
 ◗◗ Place a relative pronoun or subordinating 

conjunction between them.
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A. PROBLEMS WITH SENTENCE

CONSTRUCTION

 A.3 Identify and Eliminate Sentence Fragments
 Sentence fragments are incomplete thoughts that 

the writer has mistakenly punctuated as 
complete sentences.

 fragments must be connected to the preceding or 
the following sentence.

 Subordinate clauses, prepositional phrases, and 
verbal phrases often appear as fragments.

A. PROBLEMS WITH SENTENCE
CONSTRUCTION

 1. Connect subordinate clauses to independent 
clauses.

 a. The fragment below is a subordinate clause beginning with the 
subordinating

 b. The following fragment is a subordinate clause beginning with 
the relative pronoun which. Other relative pronouns are who, 
that, and what.
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A. PROBLEMS WITH SENTENCE

CONSTRUCTION

 2. Connect prepositional phrases to independent 
clauses. 

 The fragment below is a prepositional phrase. 
The fragment can be converted to a subordinate

clause, as in the first example below, or made into 
an appositive—a word or phrase it. that means the 
same thing as what precedes.

A. PROBLEMS WITH SENTENCE
CONSTRUCTION

 3. Connect verbal phrases to independent 
clauses.

 a. Verbal phrases often begin with -ing words. Such phrases must 

be linked.

 b. Infinitive phrases begin with to plus a verb. They must be li

 nked to independent clauses.
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A. PROBLEMS WITH SENTENCE

CONSTRUCTION

 A.4 Place Modifiers in the Correct Position
 Sentences become confusing when modifiers do 

not point directly to the words they modify.
 Misplaced modifiers often produce absurd 

sentences; worse yet, they occasionally result in 
sentences that make sense but cause the reader 
to misinterpret your meaning.

 Modifiers must be placed in a position that 
clarifies their relationship to the rest of the 
sentence.

A. PROBLEMS WITH SENTENCE
CONSTRUCTION

 1. In the next sentence, that is made of a thin, 
oxide-coated plastic appears to refer to the 
information.
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A. PROBLEMS WITH SENTENCE

CONSTRUCTION

 2. In the next sentence, the modifier says that the 
horizontal position must be tested, but the 
meaning clearly is something different.

A. PROBLEMS WITH SENTENCE
CONSTRUCTION

 A.5 Use Words Ending in -ing Properly.
 Either a present participle or a gerund.
 Both types, which are often introductory material 

in a sentence, express some kind of action.
 They are correct when the subject can perform 

the action that the –ing word expresses. 
 For instance, in the next sentence, the XYZ 

computer table cannot compare cost and 
durability. 
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A. PROBLEMS WITH SENTENCE

CONSTRUCTION

 A.6 Make the Subject and Verb Agree
 The subject and the verb of a sentence must both 

be singular or both be plural.
 Almost all problems with agreement are caused 

by failure to identify the subject correctly.

A. PROBLEMS WITH SENTENCE
CONSTRUCTION

 A.6 Make the Subject and Verb Agree
 The subject and the verb of a sentence must both 

be singular or both be plural.
 Almost all problems with agreement are caused 

by failure to identify the subject correctly.
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A. PROBLEMS WITH SENTENCE

CONSTRUCTION

 A.6 Make the Subject and Verb Agree
 The subject and the verb of a sentence must both 

be singular or both be plural.
 Almost all problems with agreement are caused 

by failure to identify the subject correctly.

A. PROBLEMS WITH SENTENCE
CONSTRUCTION

 1.When the subject and verb are separated by a 
prepositional phrase, be sure you do not 
inadvertently make the verb agree with the 
object of the preposition rather than with the 
subject.

 In the following sentence, the subject bar is 
singular; feet is the object of the preposition of. 
The verb picks must be singular to agree with the 
subject. 
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A. PROBLEMS WITH SENTENCE

CONSTRUCTION

 2. When a collective noun refers to a group or a 
unit, the verb must be singular.

 Collective nouns include such words as 
committee, management, audience, union, and 
team.

A. PROBLEMS WITH SENTENCE
CONSTRUCTION

 3. Indefinite pronouns, such as each, everyone, 
either, neither, anyone, and everybody, take a 
singular verb.
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A. PROBLEMS WITH SENTENCE

CONSTRUCTION

 4.When compound subjects are connected by or 
or nor, the verb must agree with the nearer noun.

A. PROBLEMS WITH SENTENCE
CONSTRUCTION

 A.7 Use Pronouns Correctly
 A pronoun must refer directly to the noun it stands 

for, its antecedent.
 As in subject–verb agreement, a pronoun and its 

antecedent must both be singular or both be plural.
 Collective nouns generally take the singular pronoun
it rather than the plural they.  Problems result when 
pronouns such as they, this, and it are used carelessly, 
forcing the reader to figure out their antecedents.
 Overuse of the indefinite it (as in “It is obvious that”) 

leads to confusion.
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A. PROBLEMS WITH SENTENCE

CONSTRUCTION

 A.8 Problems with Number
 1. In the following sentence, the pronoun It is wrong because it 

does not  agree in number with its antecedent, inspections. To 
correct the mistake, use they.

 2. In current practice, it is now acceptable to deliberately misuse 
collective pronoun

 s in an effort to avoid sexist writing.

A. PROBLEMS WITH SENTENCE
CONSTRUCTION

 A.9 Problems with Antecedents
 If a sentence has several nouns, the antecedent 

may not be clear.
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A. PROBLEMS WITH SENTENCE

CONSTRUCTION

 A.10 Problems with This

B. PUNCTUATION
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B. PUNCTUATION

B. PUNCTUATION
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B. PUNCTUATION

B. PUNCTUATION
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B. PUNCTUATION

B. PUNCTUATION
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B. PUNCTUATION

B. PUNCTUATION
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C. ABBREVIATIONS, CAPITALIZATION, AND

NUMBERS

C. ABBREVIATIONS, CAPITALIZATION, AND
NUMBERS
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C. ABBREVIATIONS, CAPITALIZATION, AND

NUMBERS

C. ABBREVIATIONS, CAPITALIZATION, AND
NUMBERS
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Appendix B

Documenting Sources

 What Documenting Sources?!

It means following a citation system to 
indicate whose ideas you are using

Two methods to Documenting Sources

 The American Psychological Association (APA) system.

 The Modern Language Association (MLA) system.
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Each method has two parts
• The in-text citations
• The bibliography

The author places certain important items of information in the text to tell the 
reader which entry in the bibliography is the source of the quotation or 
paraphrase.

 These items: author’s last name, the date of publication, the number of the
page , or the title of an article.

 In the APA method, the basic items are the author’s last name and the year of 
publication.

 In the MLA method, the basic item is the author’s last name and sometimes the 
title of the work, often in shorthand form.

Examples
ApA Method

According to Warne (2012), “Overfishing, pollution, seabed 
dredging, and massive coastal modification are crippling 
marine ecosystems by degrading water quality and 
exacerbating toxic algal blooms” (p. 73).
Warne, K. (2012, March). The Seas of Arabia. National 
Geographic, 66–88.
MLA Method
As the author notes, “Overfishing, pollution, seabed 
dredging, and massive coastal modification are crippling 
marine ecosystems by degrading water quality and 
exacerbating toxic algal blooms” (Warne 73).
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The “extension” problem

• The common problem is indicating where the paraphrased material begins and
ends.

• To solve this problem:

Place a marker at each end of the passage
Use the name at the start and page numbers at the end
Or use a term like “one authority” at the start and the citation at the 

end

APA Method
 The following variations are all acceptable:

The author’s name appears as part of the introduction of the quotation or
paraphrase.

As Warne (2012) noted, “Overfishing, pollution, seabed 
dredging, and massive coastal modification are crippling marine 
ecosystems by degrading water quality and exacerbating toxic 
algal blooms” (p. 73).

. The author is not named in the introduction to the quotation or
paraphrase.

It is noted that “Overfishing, pollution, seabed dredging, and 
massive coastal modification are crippling marine ecosystems by 
degrading water quality and exacerbating toxic algal blooms” 
(Warne, 2012, p. 73).
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APA Method
Warne (2012a) notes that “Overfishing, pollution, seabed

dredging, and massive coastal modification are crippling marine
ecosystems by degrading water quality and exacerbating toxic 
algal blooms” (p. 73).

Warne (2012) states that human activity is having negative 
impacts on Arabia’s seas.

When citing block quotations (more than 40 words):
According to Warne (2012),

Overfishing, pollution, seabed dredging, and massive coastal
modification are crippling marine ecosystems by degrading water quality
and exacerbating toxic algal blooms. In 2010 a group of marine scientists
described the region’s most strategic waterway, the Persian Gulf, as “a sea
in decline,” bedeviled by a storm of malign influences. “If current trends
continue,” they wrote, we will “lose a unique marine environment”
(p. 73)

APA

• Author with multiple works in the same year
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• Article with no authors

APA References
Present information for all the entries in this order: 

Author’s name, Date. Title, Publication information.
Use only the initials of the author’s first and middle 

names.
Place the date in parentheses immediately after the 

name.
Capitalize only the first word of the title and subtitle and 

proper nouns.
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APA References
Place the entries in alphabetical order.

If there are two or more works by one author, arrange 
them chronologically, earliest first

Several common entries
• Book with One Author
Crystal, D. (2008). Txtng: The gr8 db8. New York, NY: Oxford 
University Press.

• Book with Two Authors
Reinking, J., & von der Osten, R. (2012). Strategies for successful 
writing: A rhetoric, reader and research guide (9th ed.). New 
York, NY: Longman.

• Book with Editors
St. Amant, K., &Sapienza, F. (Eds.). (2011). Culture, 
communication, and cyberspace: Rethinking technical 
communication for international online environments. 
Amityville, NY: Baywood.
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Several common entries
• Corporate or Institutional Author
Teachers Insurance and Annuity Association-College Retirement 
Equities Fund. (2012, March 1). Summary prospectus. New York, 
NY: Author.

• Brochure or Pamphlet
Explore the outdoors in the summer program at the child and

family study center [ Brochure]. (2012). Menomonie, WI: Child
and Family Study Center.

• Work Without Date or Publisher
Radke, J. (n.d.). Writing for electronic sources. Atlanta, GA: 
Center for Electronic Communication.

Several common entries
• Later Edition of a Book
American Psychological Association. (2010). Publication manual of the
American psychological association (6th ed.). Washington, DC: Author.

• Article in a Journal with Continuous Pagination
Carr, B., Haas, C., & Takayoshi, P. (2011, July). Building and maintaining 
contexts in interactive networked writing: An examination of deixis and 
intertextuality in instant messaging. Journal of Business and Technical
Communication, 25, 276-298.

• Article in a Journal without Continuous Pagination
Cook, D. (2010). Dr. Johnson’s heart. The Cambridge Quarterly, 39(2), 

pp. 186–195.
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Several common entries

• Article in a Monthly or Weekly Magazine
Kiplinger, K. (2012, April). Straight Talk on Taxes. Kiplinger’s 
Personal Finance, 22.
Note: If the article has discontinuous pages, a comma 
indicates a break in sequence (4, 22–23).

Article from an online periodical
• An article from an online periodical is similar to a hard copy article.

• Include:
 The volume number.
Digital object identifier (DOI) when available.

• Parry, M. (2012, March 7). Could many universities follow
Borders bookstores into oblivion? The Chronicle of Higher
Education. Retrieved from http:// www.chronicle.com
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The MLA Method

• In this method, unlike APA, each time you refer to a quotation or paraphrase,
you give the page number only; do not use p. or pg.

The MLA Method
• Begin the list on a new page

• Present information for all the entries in this order: Author’s name. 
Title. Publication information (including date).

• Capitalize the first letter of every important word in the title.

• Enclose article titles in quotation marks.

• Double-space an entry if it has two or more lines.

• Indent the second and succeeding lines one half inch.
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University of Jordan 
School of Engineering 

Computer Engineering Department 

 

GP01 – Graduation Project Proposal 
 

   Semester / Year  Supervisor 

 

Signature GPA Dept. ID Number Student Name No. 

     
2 

     
 

Emails (To contact you - if needed - after graduation): 

Student 1: 

Student 2: 

 

Choose all that applies: 

Project Type           Hardware       Software / App / Web Development     Research 

 
Please completely fill all required fields below. Do not change fonts or font size. The form should not exceed 
four pages. 
 

Title of Senior Year 
Project 

 

Project Summary 

Kindly follow the following layout precisely so that your proposal will not get 
rejected. 

1. Start this section by a brief introduction/background of the general topic, 
perhaps if you need to provide a definition, a background story related to 
the topic. It goes here. 

2. Then you quickly summarize any previous attempts, products, research 
that tried to address the topic, solve it, improve previous work. 

3. List the previous products/designs/research shortcomings. Why do they 
have problems, or what features they lack, or how could they be 
improved. 

4. Students must then explain concisely, yet precisely what their proposed 
software is about, or what the hardware design should do, or what 
problem they are addressing and trying to solve or improve its current 
solution. We expect the students did their research well. 

5. Then, you must list the methodology, that is, summarize the major steps 
your project must go through from beginning to end. 

6. Also, list the objectives of the project clearly. 
 
Students must not only think of the project from a technical point of view, but also 
think if their project has a social aspect, legal aspect, economic aspect, etc. For 
example, do not propose a project that while it technically works, it might conflict 
with privacy laws.  
 
We are attaching two sample project proposals for you to consult as a reference. 
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Project Impact 

 
Why is your project important?  
Please do not just list keywords like reduce cost, better performance, more 
security! You should justify and explain how your project will actually have this 
impact and not just empty words and promises. Try to support your impact claims 
from previous works who did the same, studies - if applicable , or at least make a 
compelling and convincing argument so that the reader agrees with you and your 
project importance. 
 

Engineering Standards 
to be used (if any) 

 

For example, students list and briefly explain if and how they are using security 
protocols or algorithms (AES, RSA, …etc.), networking protocols (TCP/IP /UDP 
/DDS /XMPP ... etc), or embedded protocols (SPI / I2C / Zigbee / BLE / USB / 
JTAG / CAN … etc) or any professional engineering or safety standards. 
 
 If you are not using any, write none.  

• Simulators 

• Cloud Services 

• Operating Systems 

Linux, embedded Linux, RTOS, … etc. 
AWS, Azure, Google Cloud … etc.  
ns3 simulator 

• Software Tools or 
IDEs 

• Software or 
Hardware 
Programming 
Languages 

• Libraries/Drivers 

• Databases 

• Data Sets 

Examples: 
PyCharm, Visual Studio, Eclipse. Keil, Xilinx ISE Design Suite, Intel Quartus 
Prime … etc. 
C++, Java, MATLAB, Python, Verilog, VHDL, Android, JavaScript, HTML, 
Embedded C, SQL … etc.  
Keras, numpy, scikit-learn, Tensor Flow … etc. 

Project Constraints, if 
any. 

 
What are the estimated project costs? Please explain how did you estimate these 
costs? HW costs? Product or cloud subscription?  
Is your project going to be funded?  
Any technical or social or legal difficulties you anticipate that might limit your 
project?  
Does the scope of your project fall within the graduation project submission time 
frame? What are the risks involved that might delay your project? 
 

Gantt Chart 

Kindly attach as a PDF or Excel with this proposal a Gantt chart of the project 
plan. You learnt about the Gantt chart in Introduction to Engineering course. You 
must divide your time spent on the project into phases and subphases, have 
start/end date and expected duration for each part, then list who is going to work 
on each part 

Final Deliverables 

What the committee is supposed to see? A hardware design? A web app? A 
mobile app? A software service? A mix?, and if so, how they interact with each 
other?  A new algorithm? A solution or improvement to a current research 
problem? … etc. 
Are you making videos, posters, other illustrative means?  

Compulsory Deliverables: 
1. Project 1 Progress Report 
2. Final Documentation 
3. Presentation Slides 
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For graduation project committee use (please do not write below this point): 
 
Final Committee Decision:  

☐  Approved       ☐  Language modifications required 

☐  Approved, with minor modifications. 

☐  Approved, with major modifications. 

☐  Rejected, submit new project idea.         

 Name Signature Date 

Chair     

Member I    

Member II    

 

Detailed Committee Members Remarks 

 Comments Recommendation 

Chair 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

☐  Approved 

 

☐  Approved, with 

      minor modifications 
 

☐  Approved, with 

      major modifications 
 

☐  Rejected, submit  

      new project idea. 

Member 
I 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

☐  Approved 

 

☐  Approved, with 

      minor modifications 
 

☐  Approved, with 

      major modifications 
 

☐  Rejected, submit  

      new project idea. 
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Member 
II 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

☐  Approved 

 

☐  Approved, with 

      minor modifications 
 

☐  Approved, with 

      major modifications 
 

☐  Rejected, submit  

      new project idea. 
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University of Jordan 
School of Engineering 

Computer Engineering Department 

 

GP01 – Graduation Project Proposal 
 

  Fall 2020 Semester / Year Dr. Ashraf Suyyagh Supervisor 

 

Signature Dept. ID Number Student Name No. 

 
Computer 

Engineering 
0175273 Hamza Nael Ahmad 1 

     
 

Choose all that applies: 

Project Type           Hardware       Software / App / Web Development     Research 

 
Please completely fill all required fields below. Do not change fonts or font size. The form should not exceed 
three pages. 
 

Title of Senior Year 
Project 

Social-Media and Al-Based Opinion Polling Tool 

Project Summary 

Opinion polling is a human survey of public opinion from a given sample. 
Pollsters conduct surveys to weigh public opinion on the popularity of public 
celebrities or social or political issues. They use these polls to forecast election 
results or provide decision makers with a social compass on pertinent issues. 
The samples are usually small and often conducted through phone calls, and 
sometimes through a website. Despite having a statistical margin of error, Polls 
often fail in capturing the big picture due to coverage bias, response bias, non-
response bias, and sampling errors. In this project, we propose to build a tool 
that compliments traditional polling techniques that is based on mining social 
media posts and analyzing the text and/or emotions embedded in user social 
media interactions. This will allow access to a far greater sample, and possibly 
alleviate some of the issues that traditional polling techniques suffer from. We 
propose using cloud-based AI and Machine Learning for the opinion extraction 
and analysis part. We propose building the entire infrastructure for data 
collection, preprocessing, analysis, and display using a user-friendly front-end 
web interface. We will use charts to track opinion polls over time. In this project, 
we will focus as a case study on analyzing the popularity of foreign political 
public figures, or famous athletes as a proof of concept. 
 
Methodology: Collecting posts from a social media API about a public figure  

• Preprocess the collected data 

• Analyze the posts using and Machine Learning cloud service to extract 
people feelings or views about the public figure  
Categorize the result into positive and negative  

• Determine the percentage of each category and display the result on 
the web site 

 
Objectives:  
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1. Provide a novel polling service that is more representative, requires 
less effort and costs less. 

2. Utilize Cloud-based AI and machine learning to understand how 
people feel about certain issues.  

Project Impact 

Opinion polling is a powerful tool. Polls measure the nation’s attitude toward 
public figures or important issues. They help decision makers write regulations 
that the public is in favor of, or sway away from divisive social issues especially 
in election years. Popular athletes or actors might use their popularity to 
negotiate better contracts, or club owners might make transfer or athlete 
procurement decisions based on their popularity. It is essential that these polls 
be as accurate and representative as much as possible. Our project tries to 
mine the opinions of much larger sample with minimum effort and cost. It offers 
the possibility to get more authentic and truthful answers from user interactions 
that they might not necessarily share with pollster out of fear of judgment or 
shame.  

Engineering Standards 
to be used (if any) 

none  

• Simulators 

• Cloud Services 

• Operating Systems 

AWS, Azure   
Linux 

• Software Tools or 
IDEs 

• Software or 
Hardware 
Programming 
Languages 

• Libraries/Drivers 

• Databases 

• Data Sets 

 
IDE: Visual Studio Code  
Web site front-end: JavaScript, HTML, CSS, Twitter Bootstrap, jQuery  
Web site back-end: Node JS and its Libraries 
Database: MongoDB 
Datasets: JSON 
API: Social media APIs (e.g. twitter API). 
 

Project Constraints, if 
any. 

The estimated cost of my project is 30$~40$ for the AWS and Azure services. 
It will be funded using AWS founder package which I got from amazon 
hackathon competition  

Precise Role of each 
Student 

I will do all this job on my own 

Final Deliverables 

Web App that mines social media for opinions on public figures   

Compulsory Deliverables: 
1. Project 1 Progress Report 
2. Final Documentation 
3. Presentation Slides 

 
For graduation project committee use (please do not write below this point): 
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Final Committee Decision:  

☐  Approved       ☐  Language modifications required 

☐  Approved, with minor modifications. 

☐  Approved, with major modifications. 

☐  Rejected, submit new project idea.         

 Name Signature Date 

Chair     

Member I    

Member II    

Detailed Committee Members Remarks 

 Comments Recommendation 

Chair 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

☐  Approved 

 

☐  Approved, with 

      minor modifications 
 

☐  Approved, with 

      major modifications 
 

☐  Rejected, submit  

      new project idea. 

Member 
I 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

☐  Approved 

 

☐  Approved, with 

      minor modifications 
 

☐  Approved, with 

      major modifications 
 

☐  Rejected, submit  

      new project idea. 

Member 
II 

 
 
 
 
 
 

☐  Approved 

 

☐  Approved, with 

      minor modifications 
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☐  Approved, with 

      major modifications 
 

☐  Rejected, submit  

      new project idea. 
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University of Jordan 
School of Engineering 

Computer Engineering Department 

 

GP01 – Graduation Project Proposal 
 

  Fall 2020 Semester / Year Dr. Ashraf Suyyagh Supervisor 

 

Signature GPA Dept. ID Number Student Name No. 

     
2 

     
 

Choose all that applies: 

Project Type           Hardware       Software / App / Web Development     Research 

 
Please completely fill all required fields below. Do not change fonts or font size. The form should not exceed 
three pages. 
 

Title of Senior Year 
Project 

Real-Time Meal Analysis and Food Nutrients Value Detection using AI 

Project Summary 

In the past 20 years, there has been a rise in the levels of awareness and interest 
in well-being, better physical and mental health, weight management and eating 
healthy. Many people pay more attention to the calorie content, or the daily 
nutrients value per serving. They either consult the Internet or the printed table on 
the food covering to access this information. Mobile applications like 
CarbandMove, MyFitnessPal, and FatSecret allow users to access food 
nutritional value through manual entry. Google’s Im2Calories system uses an 
image of a food object and volume estimation to predict its calorie content. Both 
techniques have some issues. The manual entry mode is tedious, while Google’s 
service is restricted to a certain menu database. There is ongoing research 
interest that continually tries to improve on current solutions [1] [2]. 
 
In this project, students are required to build a mobile app through which they can 
take a picture of their meal, recognize its contents, and provide the associated 
nutritional value to the user. If time permits, students can factor in the food 
volume as well for a more accurate prediction. The students will tailor this project 
whenever possible to foods common in the Arabic or Middle Eastern cuisine. 
Students must use AI to detect the food items and associate them with their 
nutritional tables. They can use either Android or iOS for their mobile app 
development. If students wish to leverage the power of cloud AI and services, 
they are permitted to do so, or they can develop their own AI models. Students 
can add features and equations related to BMI, expected daily calorie intake, 
track their food consumption over a period, and issue alerts. 
 
Methodology 

• Review related work (apps and services) and literature (papers) 

• If students have no prior knowledge in Python, AI, or the cloud, then 
acquire the necessary skills to be able to implement the project 

• Preview the available datasets, and extend it with Arabic meals 

• Implement the AI engine either using Python or a cloud service 
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• Build the mobile app 

• Interface the mobile app with the AI engine 

• Thoroughly test the app  
Objectives: 

• Provide an easy-to-access, easy-to-use, user-friendly real-time food 
analysis and nutritional value service to health-aware individuals. 

• Improve current available solutions to include Arabic/Middle Eastern 
cuisine 

• Help people make conscious decisions about the food they consume or 
order. 
 
[1]   J. Sun, K. Radecka and Z. Zilic, "Exploring Better Food Detection via 
       Transfer Learning," 2019 16th International Conference on Machine Vision 
       Applications (MVA), Tokyo, Japan, 2019, pp. 1-6 
[2]    arXiv:1909.05994v2, J.Sun, K. Radecka, Z. Zilic, “FoodTracker: A Real-time 
        Food Detection Mobile Application by Deep Convolutional Neural Networks”, 2019 

 

Project Impact 

Health issues related to malnutrition, obesity, and being underweight are a world-
wide problem with huge economic burdens on the individual and government [1]. 
Jordan is no exception. Recent studies show that an average of 15% of 
Jordanian children between 5 and 17 are obese, 5% are underweight [2], while 
7.7% suffer from malnutrition [3]. One study found out that Vitamin D deficiency is 
exceptionally high in Jordan [4]. Fast food and junk food are one factor, while 
inability to purchase healthy food is another. Many people often rely on costly 
vitamin supplements, or weekly visits to dieticians and doctors to help them 
manage their weight or replenish their nutrients deficiencies. This project targets 
people who would like to keep track of the food value they consume in terms of 
calories and nutritional content. It can provide them in real-time if the food they 
are about to eat has sufficient levels of the vitamins or minerals they need, or if it 
is high in calories, or saturated fat or sugars. This project helps people control 
their eating habits, and consequently maintain a healthy lifestyle.  
 
[1] Tremmel, M., Gerdtham, U. G., Nilsson, P. M., & Saha, S. (2017). Economic Burden of 

Obesity: A Systematic Literature Review. International journal of environmental research and 
public health, 14(4), 435. https://doi.org/10.3390/ijerph14040435 
[2] Zayed, A.A., Beano, A.M., Haddadin, F.I. et al. Prevalence of short stature, underweight, 
overweight, and obesity among school children in Jordan. BMC Public Health 16, 1040 (2016). 
[3] Sharaf, M.F., Rashad, A.S. Regional inequalities in child malnutrition in Egypt, Jordan, and 
Yemen: a Blinder-Oaxaca decomposition analysis. Health Econ Rev 6, 23 (2016). 
[4] El-Khateeb M, Khader Y, Batieha A, et al. Vitamin D deficiency and associated factors in 
Jordan. SAGE Open Medicine. January 2019. 

 

Engineering Standards 
to be used (if any) 

None 

• Simulators 

• Cloud Services 

• Operating Systems 

If Students wish to use a Cloud-AI service: AWS or Azure 

https://arxiv.org/abs/1909.05994v2
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• Software Tools or 
IDEs 

• Software or 
Hardware 
Programming 
Languages 

• Libraries/Drivers 

• Databases 

• Data Sets 

• For AI Engine Development: 
       Pycharm, Keras, numpy, and Tensor Flow or A Cloud-AI service 

• For Android Application development: 
             Java, JSON, Android Studio 

• Dataset 
       Students can research any of the dozens of food datasets available at 
https://hackernoon.com/machine-learning-food-datasets-collection-
db21e38ea225 
       They can manually add and annotate Arabic meals to the datasets 

Project Constraints, if 
any. 

If the students want to opt for the cloud-AI service. Depending on the cloud-
service there might be some costs. Yet, Azure gives a free 100$ credit per 
student which can offset the cost. 
The Nutritional Value Tables might not be comprehensive for Arabic food. 

Precise Role of each 
Student 

I prefer my students to divide the work in between them, yet, be knowledgeable of 
each other’s work. They must equally divide these steps in between them: 
 

1. Research and Design Requirements (Functional and Qualitative) (Both) 
2. Collecting or interfacing to services that offer ND Tables 
3. AI development 
4. Mobile app development 
5. Verification and validation  

Final Deliverables 

The committee must see a mobile app that can take a real-time picture of a meal, 
then provide the user with the nutritional value of its content.   

Compulsory Deliverables: 
1. Project 1 Progress Report 
2. Final Documentation 
3. Presentation Slides 

 
For graduation project committee use (please do not write below this point): 
 
Final Committee Decision:  

☐  Approved       ☐  Language modifications required 

☐  Approved, with minor modifications. 

☐  Approved, with major modifications. 

☐  Rejected, submit new project idea.         

 Name Signature Date 

Chair     

Member I    

Member II    

Detailed Committee Members Remarks 

 Comments Recommendation 

Chair 

 
 
 

☐  Approved 

 

☐  Approved, with 

https://fisjo.sharepoint.com/:w:/s/GraduationProjectsCommitee/EXQtk0Fy3vBGogiWLm0os64BK0fbc6vMwpuQd1MlntIHyw
https://fisjo.sharepoint.com/:w:/s/GraduationProjectsCommitee/EXQtk0Fy3vBGogiWLm0os64BK0fbc6vMwpuQd1MlntIHyw
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      minor modifications 
 

☐  Approved, with 

      major modifications 
 

☐  Rejected, submit  

      new project idea. 

Member 
I 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

☐  Approved 

 

☐  Approved, with 

      minor modifications 
 

☐  Approved, with 

      major modifications 
 

☐  Rejected, submit  

      new project idea. 

Member 
II 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

☐  Approved 

 

☐  Approved, with 

      minor modifications 
 

☐  Approved, with 

      major modifications 
 

☐  Rejected, submit  

      new project idea. 
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School of Engineering 

Computer Engineering Department 

 

GP02 – Inter-department Graduation Project Coordination 
 

• Please fill this form only if you are a computer engineering student doing your graduation 
project in collaboration with students in other engineering departments in the University of the 
Jordan, and under the main supervision of a supervisor from that department.However, the 
CPE student must have a co-supervisor from the CPE department. 

• Only one computer engineering student is allowed per group. The student discussion will be 
held according to the rules and grading system of the other department. 

• If a student from another department wishes to join a group from the CPE department, and the 
project to be discussed per the CPE department rules and regulations, then please fill GP01 
instead. 

 
 

 
Semester / Year 

 Co-supervisor / Computer 

 Supervisor / Electrical 

 
If other, specify Dept.  

 Supervisor / Mechatronics  

 Supervisor/ Other 

 

Signature GPA Dept. ID Number Student Name No. 

  Computer Engineering   

      

     
 

Emails (To contact you - if needed - after graduation): 

CPE Student email: 

 

Choose all that applies: 

Project Type Hardware Software /App/Web Development Research 

 
 

Title of Senior Year 
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 Supervisor Assessment  (20)

1 5 0 0

2 5

3 - 3 0 0

4 2 0 0

5 (5) 5

6 - 5

7 - 5

8 5

9 - 5

Student was self-motivated and enthusiastic about the 

project

M1

Project Title:

Semester:

Academic Year:

The University of Jordan

School of Engineering - Department of Computer Engineering

  GP04 - Committee Graduation Project Evaluation Form

Report (20)

#DIV/0!

#DIV/0!

Signature

2020/2021

Fall   /  Spring

Letter Grade
Numerical 

Grade

#DIV/0!

#DIV/0!

AvgM1 M2S

#DIV/0!

#DIV/0!

0

0

Avg

#DIV/0!

#DIV/0!

M2

Student properly presented the 

methods/tools/hardware (if any) used in the 

implementation, and properly justified using said 

methods/hardware

Student properly presented, interpreted, and illustrated 

results (e.g. graphs, tables), showed strengths and  

possible weaknesses,  future directions, and 

conclusion

S

Student properly used the English/technical language 

(i.e. spelling, grammar, logical sequence of ideas, 

impersonal and professional report, adherence to 

report format)

Student properly presented the abstract, literature 

review section with adequate and correctly formatted 

references, conducted comparisons of previous works, 

and highlighted the novelty of their work

Students were able to conduct literature review 

properly, collect relevant data, decide on tools to 

be used, and define project objectives with 

respect to contemporary issues related to the 

project

P
ro

je
ct

 I

Student attended scheduled project meetings and 

carried out the supervisor instructions.

Student was able to work in a team and in harmony

Progress Report

ID:

ID:

Commissioning others to do the project on behalf of the 

student, plagiarism, data falsification, making-up data, or 

manipulation of statistics will result in the student failing 

the project

Member (M2):

Member (M1):

Supervisor (S): 

Committee

Student Name 2:

Student Name 1:

Evaluation



10 5

11 5

12 (7) 5

13 (2) 5

14 (4) 5

15 - 5

16 - 10

17 4 #### ####

18 4 #### ####

19 - 4

20 - 4

21 - 4 #### ####

100 #### ####

#### ####

#### ####

#### ####

0 0

#### ####

Considered for projects of teams of two

(4) 5

(3)

Student was ready for their presentation and managed 

their time successfully

S M1 M2

ABET OUTCOMES Grade

5

8

5

5

(2)

(3)

(5)

(7)

Presentation (20)

Project Deliverables and Assessment (40) S M1 M2 Avg

#DIV/0!

#DIV/0!

#DIV/0!

#DIV/0!

#DIV/0!

#DIV/0!

#DIV/0!

#DIV/0!

Avg

#DIV/0!

Student conducted the presentation in proficient 

English and showed proper use of technical terms

Student was able to express the ideas orally, 

understand the EC questions and answer them while 

referring to sources (if necessary )

Student prepared the slides properly in terms of 

professional template choice, colours, fonts,  figures 

and tables presentation, slide numbering

Student prepared the slides properly in terms of 

content and flow (background and motivation, 

methodology, results)

Student adhered to ethical practices and professional 

responsibilities throughout the project 

Student demonstrated how verification and validation 

were carried out

Student demonstrated the project successfully and 

achieved target project objectives (i.e. Did the app 

work? Did the hardware work? If research project, did 

it produce competitive results?)

Student showed awareness of the project impact on 

economy and society

Student showed ability to explore, self-learn, acquire 

new knowledge and skills beyond what they learnt 

during their studies

Student showed ability to apply engineering design to 

produce solutions that meet specified needs with 

consideration of public health, safety, and

welfare, as well as global, cultural, social, 

environmental, and economic factors

Student demonstrated ability to apply knowledge of 

mathematics, science, and engineering in solving 

(complex) problems
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III 
 

 ETHICAL STATEMENT 
 

We, the undersigned students, certify and confirm that the work submitted in this project report 

is entirely our own and has not been copied from any other source. Any material that has been 

used from other sources has been properly cited and acknowledged in the report.  

We are fully aware that any copying or improper citation of references / sources used in this 

report will be considered plagiarism, which is a clear violation of the Code of Ethics of the 

University of Jordan.  

We further certify and confirm that we had no external help without the approval of our 

supervisor and proper acknowledgment when it is due. We certify and affirm that we never at 

any point commissioned a 3rd. party to do the work or any part of it on our behalf regardless of 

the amount charged or lack thereof. We also acknowledge that if suspected and thereafter 

proven that we commissioned a 3rd. party to do any part of this project that we risk failing the 

entire project. 

We certify and confirm that all results presented in this project are true with no manipulation 

of data or fraud, that any statistics done, or surveys collected are conducted with the highest 

degree of scientific fidelity and integrity, and that if proven otherwise, we risk failing the entire 

project. We acknowledge that for any data collected, we have taken all the steps necessary in 

applying for proper authorizations if deemed necessary, and that all user data collected is 

subject to the utmost degrees of privacy and anonymity.  

 

 

  

Replace student 1 name here: Replace student 2 name here: 

Replace date here:  Replace date here 

Signature: Signature: 
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 SUPERVISOR CERTIFICATION 
 

I hereby certify that the students in this project have successfully finished their senior 

year project and by submitting this report they have fulfilled in partial the 

requirements of B.Sc. Degree in Computer Engineering. 

 

 

I hereby certify that the students in this project have not completed their senior year 

graduation project and I do not approve that they proceed to the discussion. 

 

 

I suspect that the students have violated one or more of the clauses in the ethical 

statement and I suggest that an investigation committee look into the matter. 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Prof. / Dr. / Eng. 

 

Signature: 
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 DEDICATION 
 

This is where you should thank people if you wish. Make it short – no more than two short 

paragraphs. You may also call this part Acknowledgements if you desire. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  



VIII 
 

 SYMBOLS, ABBREVIATIONS, AND 

ACRONYMS 
 

This is where you should put all the symbols used and abbreviations (must be sorted in 

ascending order). It is stored in a table format same as the table of contents. Use “inserts a 

row” to add more entries. Remove this paragraph once done! 

 

ABET Accreditation Board for Engineering and Technology 

DB Department Board 

EC Examining Committee 

  

  

  

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

  

   

   



IX 
 

 ABSTRACT 
 

The abstract is an overview that provides the reader with the main points and results, though it 

is not merely a listing of what the report contains. It is a summary of the essence of a report. 

For this reason, it should be crafted to present the most complete and compelling information 

possible. It is not a detective story building suspense as the reader hunts for clues and should 

not be vague or obtuse in its content.   

A well-written abstract should state what was done and what results were found in a concise 

or short way (two to three paragraphs and less than 300 words). It also should avoid vagueness 

by stating specific results and be informative. Typically, it is self-sufficient and does not refer 

to the body of the report and it should make useful recommendations. Finally, it uses past tense 

to report what was done. 
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 CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 
 

The introduction states the problem and its significance, states the technical goals of the work, 

and usually contains background information that the reader needs to know in order to 

understand the report. Consider, as you begin your introduction, who your readers are and what 

background knowledge they have. For example, the information needed by someone educated 

in medicine could be very different from someone working in your own field of engineering. 

The introduction is expected to have the following sections (you may combine or add more 

sections if needed). You may also change the titles of the sections. Note that for section heading 

you should use “Heading2” 

1.1. Problem Definition 

State problems that gave rise to the investigation. Also, if needed, provide any background 

information that the reader needs to know to understand the problem. 

1.2. Proposed Solution 

State a high-level description (a brief summary) of your solution/system. You may change the 

title of this section, if appropriate. 

1.3. Project Deliverables 

State the final deliverables of the project. Each deliverable must be measurable or testable.  

1.4. Project Impact 

State the impact of solving the project problem in a global, economic, environmental, and 

societal context. 

1.5. Report Guide 

In this subsection, we will provide details on how to format your report properly per the 

requirements of the department of computer engineering. 

1.5.1. Text Style and Size 

You must use the font “Times New Roman” throughout your report document. You must use 

size 12 for the paragraphs’ text in this report. You must use the proper heading style for the 

chapter, section, and subsection titles. Chapter titles must use the “Heading 1” style with size 

20. The section headings must use the “Heading 2” style with size 14. For subsection heading 

you should use “Heading 3”. For the caption of the figures and tables you should use the 

“Caption” style. The caption of Figure 1 is formatted using the “Caption” style.  Table 1 lists 

the style for the sections/subsections and captions. You have to follow these styles in your final 

documentation.  
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Table 1 - Project Report Element Styles 

Element Style 

Chapter Title Heading 1 – Size 20, bold, centered 

Section Heading 2 – Size 14, bold, left justified 

Subsection  Heading 3 – Size 13, bold, left justified 

Caption Caption – Size 10 or 11, but be consistent, centered 

List with bullets List paragraph 

Normal text Size 12, full justification 

 

Your final report must use 1.15 line spacing. This saves space, therefore paper and is better for 

the environment. You supervisor might ask you to increase it in the draft to give them space to 

write their comments, but do not forget to switch back to a line spacing of 1.15 before your 

final submission. 

Do not leave lots of empty spaces between paragraphs. Try to justify your text to make it look 

beautiful and professional, and do not forget that your pages must be numbered. Always write 

in short sentences. Unlike Arabic, in English, we write short successive sentences that end with 

periods. If your sentence is more than two to two and half lines, break it! 

1.5.2. Tables 

You must reference each table in your text. That is; you must not place a table without 

mentioning them, describing them, or providing some information about what they are 

supposed to present. This sentence for example references Table 1. You simply write the 

complete word “Table” followed by the table name. Table numbers must be sequential 

throughout your report. Every table must have a caption. The caption text must be smaller than 

the text size (e.g., size 11). The caption must briefly inform the user what the table is about. 

The caption must always be centered above the table. The table itself must also be centered.  

Do not place a caption at the end of the page, and have the table placed at the start of another 

page. 

1.5.3. Figures 

You must reference each figure in your text. That is; you must not place figures without 

mentioning them, describing them or providing some information about what they are supposed 

to illustrate. This sentence for example references Fig. 1. You simply write the shortened form 

of figure “Fig.” followed by a dot then the figure name. Figure numbers must be sequential 

throughout your report. Every figure must have a caption. The caption text must be smaller 

than the text size (e.g., 11). The caption must briefly inform the user what the figure is about. 

The caption must always be centered underneath the figure. The figure itself must also be 

centered. Do not place a figure at the end of the page and have its caption at the start of another 

page. 

Your figures must be clear (high resolution) and placed in the page in a beautiful manner. You 

must not have pages with one small figure and lots of empty space around. At the same time, 

do not cram lots of figures in one page. Depending on your case and project type, you can place 

4 to at most 6 figures in one page. You might in some cases treat these figures as subfigures if 
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they contain similar information, so you give them on figure caption, and have each subfigure 

named as (a), (b), etc. Fig. 2 illustrates an example combining similar figures in one main 

figure. If the figure does not add value to the text, refrain from using it altogether. If you want 

to reference a subfigure, use Fig. 2(a) format. 

 

Figure 1 - Keil RTOS Scheduling 

 

You must be consistent in writing your captions. If you choose to capitalize only the first word, 

then all your captions must follow this style. If you choose to capitalize every single word, then 

Figure 2 - Example of Having Subfigures 
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be consistent throughout your report. The articles (a, an, the, and) or prepositions (on, in, at, 

over, etc. must not be capitalized).  

If your figures represent experimental data, then you must have labels for the x-axis and y-axis 

clearly showing what you are representing and the units. You must use different colors to 

differentiate between the different lines/bars, etc. Use legends if necessary, to help the reader 

understand your graph, but this does not mean you do not fully explain them in text! You can 

generate beautiful plots in MATLAB, Python, or Excel. Fig. 3 shows a beautiful example on 

how to properly present scientific graphs. 

1.5.4. Numbers, Acronyms, and Latin Words 

All numbers below ten must always be written as words not numbers. For example, this 

sentence which contains 1 is wrong. The correct way to write it is to say this sentence has one 

example. You can write the numbers from 10 to 19 in number form or in words, but all other 

numbers must be formatted as numbers, say we have collected 1523 samples.  

Latin acronyms, abbreviations, or words must be in italic (e.g., i.e., etc., et. al.). There is a 

difference between “e.g.” and “i.e.”; e.g. stands for exempli gratia and means “for example.” 

while i.e. is the abbreviation for id est and means “in other words.” They are used mid-sentence 

and must be lower case. In general, you add a comma after e.g. and between each subsequent 

example if there is more than one item in your list. Look at these two examples: 

• “I like citrus fruits, i.e., the juicy, edible fruits with leathery, aromatic rinds.” 

• “I like citrus fruits, e.g., tangerines, lemons, and limes.” 

In the first case, we are not giving examples for citrus fruits but rather describing them in other 

words. In the second example, we are listing examples of citrus fruits. 

Many times, we encounter technical terms that have common acronyms, such as long-short 

term memory (LSTM) cells that are a type of recurrent neural networks (RNN) in the domain 

of artificial intelligence (AI). You must write the acronym the first time you encounter it in 

your report, add it to the abbreviations and acronyms list, then you can refer to these terms by 

their acronym only.  

Figure 3 - Example Graph with Proper Graph Elements 
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1.5.5.   Equations 

Every equation must be referenced in your text as close as possible as to where it is written.  

All equations must be numbered. For example, Eq. 1 that describes the relativity equation of 

Einstein should be written as: 

𝐸 = 𝑚𝑐2                                                                                                                                 (1) 

Where E is the energy (in Joules), m is the mass (in Kg), and c is the speed of light (in m/s) 

Notice that the equation itself is left-justified while the equation number in parenthesis is to the 

rightmost part of the line. Note also that we should not leave the equations ambiguous, if not 

explained before, you must explain or specify the equation variables and their units, and if they 

take any initial conditions. 

Your equation numbers must be sequential throughout your report (1), (2), (3), etc. or can be 

written per chapter (3.1), (3.2), (3.3), etc. In any case, be consistent in your choice throughout 

your report.  

1.5.6   Algorithms or Pseudocodes 

You must explain the algorithm in your text and not only list it in an Algorithm listing. Do not 

assume that the reader will understand your algorithm or pseudocode on their own. It is better 

to explain your algorithm sequentially while referring to the line numbers that implement the 

functionality you are explaining. You reference your algorithm by saying Algorithm 1 presents 

a sample algorithmic listing. You must number your algorithms or pseudocode listing 

sequentially throughout your report.   

At the beginning of each algorithm, you must clearly list and explain the inputs and outputs of 

your code. If prior preprocessing is needed, also provide it in the “Pre” part. You must number 

the lines that correspond to functional statements.  
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 CHAPTER 2 

RELATED WORK 
 

This chapter gives the theory or previous work on which the experimental work is based on. 

Here you give more details about previous products, projects, or similar research publications. 

Make sure to cite your sources of information and list the references at the end of your report. 

This is an example of a book citation [1], a web page citation [2], a conference paper citation 

[3], and a journal article [4]. Your references must not be after the period (this is wrong. [5]).  

Your citations must follow the IEEE format. Zotero is a beautiful plugin used widely in 

academia to facilitate keeping track of references and easily adding them to your documents 

(e.g. Word, Latex, etc.). 
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 CHAPTER 3 

SOLUTION DESCRIPTION AND 

IMPLEMENTATION 
 

This chapter describes the technical details of the major pieces of your proposed solution (e.g., 

hardware part, software part, etc.) and recaps the essential steps of what was done. You may 

expand this chapter into multiple chapters if appropriate. Also, change the title of each chapter, 

as appropriate.  

General guidelines for this chapter: 

• Provide sound and correct description of your solution; 

• Include helpful block diagrams and charts; 

• Include functional and non-functional requirements. 
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 CHAPTER 4 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
 

This chapter presents the results or the final deliverables of the project and includes tables 

and/or graphs and an interpretation of what the results show. When discussing your results, be 

sure to explain what the results show, analyse uncertainties, note significant trends, compare 

results with theory and describe limitations and assumptions.  

4.1.  Subsection  

4.1.1.   Some Text Here 
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 CHAPTER 5 

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK 
 

5.1 Conclusions 

This section summarizes the achieved project deliverables and the important results in your 

work. Be sure to spend some time thinking carefully about your conclusions. Be sure to also 

consider how your conclusions will be received by your readers. 

 

5.2 Future Work 

This section includes the recommendations that you think must be taken in order to improve 

your solution. These directions may include expanding existing components of your system or 

completely adding new knowledge. Note that at this point in your report you are asking the 

reader to think or do something about the information you have presented. In order to achieve 

your purposes and have your reader do what you want, consider how they will react to your 

recommendations and phrase your words in a way to best achieve your purposes. 
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APPENDICES 

 

Appendices may include the following sections: 

• Project Time Chart (e.g., Microsoft Project Gannt Chart) 

• Raw Data (if applicable) 

• Long Mathematical proofs (if applicable) 

• Source Code (if applicable) 

• Datasheets (if applicable) 

• User Manual (if applicable) 

• Presentation Slides (mandatory): must contain your presentation slide (two slides per 

page). However, this appendix is only required in the final documentation submitted 

to the department after students finish their project presentation.  

• Project CD Soft Copy (mandatory): 

o CD submitted for examining committee members must contain a pdf version 

of your project documentation  

o CD submitted with the final documentation must contain pdf versions of your 

(i) project proposal; (ii) project 1 progress report; (iii) project documentation; 

and (iv) presentation slides.  

 


